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English Association of Queensland Collection

Size
5 boxes

Contents
Receipt books, programmes of meetings, reports, newsletters, correspondence, cash books, syllabi, published material, annual reports and minute books

Date range
1922 to 1987

Biography
The English Association was founded in 1906 by a small group of English teachers and scholars, including F S Boas, A C Bradley and Sir Israel Gollancz. It took a leading part in the movement to develop English studies in schools, while encouraging advanced studies in further education. Past Presidents of the Association have included John Galsworthy, Harley Granville-Barker, Sir Kenneth Clark and George Steiner. The English Association today is an international organisation with branches and members in Britain and throughout the world.

Notes
Open access

Box 1
9 receipt books 1924-1972. 3 notebooks
English Association (London). 3 programmes of meetings
English Association (London). 17 Reports of the Executive Committee. 1947 to 1985/6
English Association (London). Newsletter. 56 issues. 1947 to 1987
3 notebooks
1 notebook
4 folders of correspondence

Box 2
English Association of Queensland. Cash book. 1947 to 1952
5 Minute books
Box 3
Address book
Cheque book (butt)
3 Commonwealth Savings Bank of Australia passbooks
English Association of Queensland. 3 Petty Cash books. 1924 to 1950
English Association of Queensland. 18 Syllabus. 1952 to 1987
Tom Collins and his house
Quarterly Bulletin. West Australian Newspapers Ltd. v.3 no.2 May 1964. International English Usage
Constitution. English Association of Queensland. (6 copies)
Draft of amended constitution. English Association of Queensland. (2 copies) - 2nd copy has the words 'draft of...constitution' crossed out and replaced with 'Constitution'
Plastic bag of correspondence
The Writer. June 1958
S.P.E. Tract no. XLVII 'Names, designations and appellations' by R.W. Chapman. Ring binder misc. statements, letters, etc
Folder: English Association of Queensland Treasurers correspondence De. 1974 to July '75
Sonnet 1984
Photograph of 'School for Writers 1963'
Folder: Inward & Outward Correspondence for 1972 to 1985
Folder: Nomination forms
Folder: Records for jubilee book, etc
Folder: Addresses by speakers
Folder: Minutes and annual reports 1933 to 1956

Box 4
Folder: Annual reports
Mod. Lang. Section Committee Minutes
Register of English and Modern Languages Association of Queensland. [Minute book] Nov 17, 1922 to Feb 27, 1933
Box 5

Minute books, 1922 to date
Ledger of Members
Annual Reports
Correspondence, 19?? to date
Syllabus of the English Association 1952 to 1987
Tapes of addresses to the English Association by guest speakers
Reports of the Executive Committee of the English Association, 1947 to 1986
Newspaper clippings relating to the English Association
Constitution of the English Association
English, Volume 6, 1947 to date
Year's Work in English Studies, 1974 to 1983
English Association. Account Book, 1922 to 1947
Minutes and Annual Report of the English Association, 1933 to 1956
Minute Book of the Modern Languages Association, 23 Mar 1923 to 24 Jul 1982